Founded in 2004, Quantum Age
Water is based in Silicon Valley. Its
mission is to address the critical
importance of hydration. We
accomplish this with a clinically
tested, patented, non-invasive,
portable, energetic solution to restore
the natural balance and energy to
water: the StirWandTM.

Prior to the industrial revolution, the
world’s waterways were not polluted.
Post industrial revolution, they are
devastated with pollution and have
lost their energetic and therapeutic
healing properties. Purified water
does not put back its natural energetic
stabilizing properties. This is where
Quantum Age Water and its
revolutionary StirWandTM comes in.
Clinical testing shows that drinking
purified water will increase our
hydration by 6%. When water is
stirred with a StirWand, hydration
exceeds 32%. Additionally, the
energized water will flush out toxins
for increased weight loss and energize
our lymph and immune system.

StirWands provide the correct
chemical balance to the water that
allows your cells to therapeutically
increase the critical factors of
hydration, oxygenation, ATP
(Adenosine Triphosphate)
production, and detoxification, as well
as balance the body’s acid-alkaline
ratio. Nothing is added to the water:
we leverage natural energy.
It’s not the marketing, packaging, or
source of the water that counts ... it's
the chemical balance of the water
before you drink it. Stir your water

with a StirWand!

StirWandTM - Clinically Tested & Patented Technology

Water needs to be energized and
stable to reach its maximum hydrating
potential. Water is as critical as blood.
When blood loses its energetic
stability, the pH shifts, and we
quickly become ill. Same with water.
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Optimal Hydration

StirWand Science
Tiny protein channels, called
aquaporins, allow only single water
molecules to pass into our cells. With
hundreds, if not thousands of
channels per cell, this equates to
hundreds of billions of water
molecules per second, per cell.
Quantum Age Water created a
quantum event by enclosing volcanic
minerals to create the StirWandTM.
Newtonian Physics validated this
quantum phenomenon scientifically.
The high energy coming from the
StirWand frees water molecules,
allowing more of them to pass
through the aquaporin channels.
Simultaneously, the freed water
molecules are stabilized with this
natural energy to saturate the
aquaporins.

StirWand Benefits for You
StirWands deliver therapeutic levels
of hydration and oxygen to your cells
via energized balanced chemistry.
Clinical trials have shown that the
StirWand:
• Maximizes blood oxygen in
minutes
• Maximizes hydration
• Dramatically reduces cellular
toxins and heavy metals
• Significantly increases ATP
production
• Balances the body’s acid-alkaline
ratio
• Remains stable in a bottle or open
container for several days, and
months if sealed in a container
Please come visit our website for
more details of the clinical trials:
www.quantumagewater.com

StirWand Applications

StirWands are Safe

StirWands are 6 inches long and ½
inch wide at the portion of the wand
holding the mineral blend. They will
improve any water source, including:
around the kitchen (hot or cold
beverages, protein drinks, soups,
washing your produce, etc.), as well as
in your bath, pool, spa, aquarium,
laundry, or for watering plants.

StirWands are made in the USA
from TritanTM polymer: the newest,
most advanced, surgical grade, nontoxic polymer of its kind made.
There are no petrol chemicals and
is BPA free. Unconditional 90 day
money back guarantee. Lifetime
warranty against manufacturer’s
defects.

Stir the mineral end of the StirWand
in a glass of water, or small volumes
up to a gallon, for 30 seconds. For
larger volumes of water, stir for a
minute, or simply leave the wand in
the water. It will not over-charge the
water, or affect the life of the wand.
For fish or ornamental ponds, use one
per tank, or one for every 500 gallons
in a pond – it will keep it crystal clear
if not overfed and cared for.
Remember your pets, kids, wildlife,
and livestock too.

Disclaimer
Information about these products
has not been evaluated by the Food
& Drug Administration. These
products are not intended to
diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any
disease.

